This paper presents a new search algorithm called Target Image Search based on Local Features (TISLF) which compares target images and video source images using local features. TISLF can be used to locate frames where target images occur in a video, and by computing and comparing the matching probability matrix, estimates the time of appearance, the duration, and the time of disappearance of the target image from the video stream. The algorithm is applicable to a variety of applications such as tracking the appearance and duration of advertisements in the broadcast of a sports event, searching and labelling painting in documentaries, and searching landmarks of different cities in videos. The algorithm is compared to a deep learning method and shows competitive performance in experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Searching for target images in videos is a challenge in video processing and image processing [1] [2] [3] [4] . Several approaches have been recently proposed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] that show acceptable computational accuracy. Some [5] [6] [7] [8] are well adapted to image-to-image searching but lack systematic estimation and modification for image-to-video searches. Others [2] [3] [4] [9] [10] [11] [12] , based on deep learning, require a large database for the training phase and such large data bases may be unavailable in many applications including the search for advertising images in a sports broadcast. Therefore, a target image searching system with high accuracy, fast search speed, significant robustness, and modest data requirements is needed for wide adoption.
This work proposes a target image search algorithm based on local features (TISLF) as outlined in Fig. 1 . The process begins by downsampling the video stream and cutting it into segments that can be interpreted as corresponding to different camera angles or different scenes where objects can be assumed to move continuously throughout the scene. Within each segment, individual frames are analyzed and compared to each of the target images using a matching matrix obtained from SIFT descriptors. The most probable matches are then analyzed over time to remove spurious matches. Thus TISLF contains three stages: a video segmentation stage, a recognition stage, and an estimation stage. In principle, the matching method could be any algorithm based on local features; we demonstrate TISLF using the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) keypoints and RANSAC matches [7, 8, [13] [14] [15] . In the video segmentation stage, input video is cut into a sequence of segments based on a proposed matching vector that represents the likelihood of change of scene. The recognition stage again uses SIFT (or other comparable local feature sets) to compute a matching matrix that can be interpreted as the probability that target images are contained within each of the images in the video segment. In the estimation stage, changes in the probabilities over time are used to reach final consensus on the presence (or absence) of the target images within each video segment. The paper begins with a detailed description of the TISLF algorithm in Section II and then presents several experimental results that apply TISLF to different videos in Section III.
II. TARGET IMAGE SEARCHING SYSTEM
The TISLF system consists of three stages which are described in full detail in sections II-A (segmentation), II-B (recognition), and II-C (estimation). In the first stage, the video is downsampled and cut into segments by computing a SIFTbased matching vector. In the recognition stage, each image in a segment is compared to the target images (using a SIFTbased matching matrix) resulting in a measure that can be interpreted as the raw probabilities that a given target is present in each image frame. The estimation stage then refines the raw probabilities by exploiting the continuity of the scene over time. TISLF operates efficiently to find sections of the video that contain the target images.
Suppose the video is sampled so that it contains m raw frames, each with dimension (H r , W r ). (For example, if a video were to be shot at 30 frames per second, a 30-times downsampling would provide an effective rate of 1 frame per second). Suppose also that there are N target images each with dimension (H t , W t ).
A. Segmentation Stage
The video segmentation stage transforms the source video to grayscale for higher computation speed, and maintains two arXiv:1808.03735v1 [eess.IV] 11 Aug 2018 copies, X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m at the original resolution of (H r , W r ) pixels andX 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,X m downsampled to (H s ,W s ) pixels.
Temporal segmentation is carried out by calculating SIFT features and matches between consecutive pairsX i andX i+1 . When successive images are similar to each other, they should have many matching keypoints; when a scene change or camera cut has occurred, the number of matching keypoints should be small. This measure of similarity can be formalized by counting the number of detected SIFT matching points divided by the total number of SIFT keypoints. Accordingly, let p(X i ,X i+1 ) = # of matching points total # of keypoints .
Each element (1) lies between 0 and 1, and may be interpreted as the probability that two successive frames belong to the same video scene. These can be concatenated into the vector
which represents the successive similarities over time. Each element of W computes the match between neighboring frames. The Page-Lorden CUSUM algorithm [16] can be applied to detect change points in the video using W . For example, if images (X 1 ,X 2 , . . . ,X j ) are shot from the same view but there is change of view starting from imageX j onwards, the corresponding values (w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w j−1 ) of W would be large, the similarity w j = p(X j ,X j+1 ) would be small, and the succeeding values w k for k > j would again be large. There are two hypotheses: H 1 : w 1 , w 2 , ..., w j with mean value δ and H 2 : w j+1 , ... with mean value δ 2 . We know that δ is much larger than δ 2 and δ 2 is small enough. Assuming δ 2 = 0, the stopping rule is
where S n = n i=1 w i is the cumulative sum of the w i and α is a threshold specifying how much time must elapse before detecting the change point. The threshold can be determined from two parameters: ARL 0 and ARL 1 , which are used to estimate the performance of the algorithm [17] .
This situation is depicted in Fig. 2 (c), where G1 represents the initial scene, G2 represents the break between the scenes, and G3 is the final scene. For Page-Lorden CUSUM algorithm, G1 is H 1 and G2 is H 2 , we can detect the change point or breakdown between G1 and G2, so we believe that they are not in the same scenes. Analogously, G2 is H 2 and G3 is H 1 , we can also detect the change by Page-London CUSUM algorithm, which segments the video into a collection of scenes. Subsequent processing is done on a per scene basis.
B. Recognition Stage
The recognition and estimation stages analyze each scene separately. Accordingly, suppose the image sequence (within a given scene) has M << m images X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X M (m is the number of frames). Each target image is partitioned into P vertical chunks S k . The SIFT keypoints are used to establish a 
is large and there is significant similarity between the two images. (b) When few keypoints align (shown by many blocks of disparate shading), w i = p(X i ,X i+1 ) is small and there is little similarity between the two images. (c) plots the sequence W . The Page-Lorden CUSUM algorithm is used to detect changes and to separate the images into different segments. G1 is the matching situation shown in (a), G2 is the no-matching situation shown in (b). set of ground values by matching the targets with themselves.
Since the targets are of size L×K, TISLF divides every target image into P chunks of size L×K P . This self-matching process is shown in Fig. 3 and is calculated as
Since each keypoint is also a matching point for the selfmatching situation, we have
This provides M chunk distributions that can be used as a reference when matching the probability distributions of the target images. The matching between the individual video images and the target images is again conducted using (4). So we can similarly use p(S k ) to describe the keypoints matching between subsets of the target images (the chunks) and the video. Since not all keypoints can be matched,
The image-target matching probability distribution can now be computed using the target-target self-matching distribution. If the correlation of these two distributions is low, the target image T j is unlikely to be in the image frame X i . Here we can compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the two distributions to describe their correlations
A threshold α and the Kullback-Leibler divergence specify the correlated matching distributions, which are stored in a set R. This step is repeated for every video image and every target image. In order to show the computation contains the complete information we use, we define a 3D matching matrix A between video image X i , target image T j , and is calculated per chunk S k . Thus A has dimensions M × N × P and each element is given by
Since the total matching points between a target image X i and a video image T j is the sum of the matching points in each chunk. Thus, the matching probability can be expressed as
and the 2D matching matrix A is simplified to
By analyzing label vector W (2) from the segmentation stage, TISLF breaks matrix A into r subsets where each subset is in the same scene. To validate result of getting target images in video images, TISLF sorts matching probability of N targets in a subset [p(X i , T 1 ),p(X i , T 2 ),...,p(X i , T M )]. Then TISLF uses k-means clustering to pick highly distinctive matching probability set J. Comparing images in set R and J, if the image is found in both sets, the image is said to contain the target image. 1) is the condition that time interval is less than t stand (2) is the condition where GLRT applied (3) is the condition that time interval is less than t lost
C. Estimation Stage
The Estimation Stage is applied to refine the estimates. A cross analysis of all video images in all scenes is used to determine which (if any) of the target images occur in each video scene. The output of the recognition stage is the raw distributions of matching probabilities between scene images X 1 , X 2 , ...X M each target images T j . Within a single continuous scene, it is expected that targets will generally persist for a significant number of frames; it is unreasonable for a target to appear, disappear, and re-appear in a short time. Thus the raw distributions may be smoothed by this assumed continuity over time. Assume that a sequence of video images X i lie in the same scene G. Three parameters are developed to smooth the estimation of the probabilities within the scene: the minimum stand time t stand , the maximum lost time t lost and the generalized likelihood ratio test threshold β. These are illustrated in Fig.5 .
1) The Minimum Standing Time t stand : When a matching probability between a video image and a target image exceeds predefined threshold, it is a candidate match. If a target image is a candidate match only briefly (for a time less than t stand ), it is removed from consideration. On the other hand, if the target image persists (for a time greater than t stand ) it is accepted. See time interval (1) in Fig. 5 for an illustration.
2) The Maximum Lost Time t lost : Suppose a candidate match T j is present before time i, present after time i + n, but is absent for times in between. If this interval n is less than t lost , then it is presumed that this absence is due to noise and so it is estimated to be present for the complete duration. 3) Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test Threshold β: Suppose that prior to time i, images X i match target T 1 and after time i + n, images X i+n match target T 2 . Then the decision of matches for times between i and i + n can be made using a generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) [17, 18] . Let
where T 1,(2) is the mean value and δ T 1(T 2) are the variances of the two target matching probabilities. By setting a threshold β to λ, assign these images to T 1 when λ(T ) > β and to T 2 when λ(T ) < β. This is illustrated around location (2) in Fig.  5 .
III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Advertising Board Search in Sports
Enterprises wish to know the commercial effectiveness of their advertisements in a sports game. One method is to count the total time that the advertising boards are seen over the duration of the game [19, 20] . Since games are commonly broadcast by the TV or over the Internet, it is possible to analyze the times of occurrence of the advertising boards over the duration of the game video.
TISLF provides a convenient method to solve this problem. To demonstrate, this section selects three different video clips from the 2014 FIFA World Cup [21] . In this soccer game, target images consist of a set of advertising boards paid for by Adidas, Coca Cola and Sony etc. The algorithm analyzes the video and reports on the (approximate) total duration that each advertisement is visible.
TISLF captures a large number of images from the video and compares each image with its neighbors using SIFT. Figure 6 illustrates the calculation of the matching probabilities between two successive images X i and X i+1 . In Fig. 6(a) , the two frames are quite similar and so most of the SIFT keypoints match, thus giving a large value (i.e., close to 1). This is repeated for each successive pair and the probabilities are gathered as Fig. 6(b) , which is then parsed using change point detection to segment the video and to assign labels to each segment. Figure 7 (a) illustrates the self matching between a target and itself (used for normalization of the matching probabilities) and (b) shows the matching keypoints between a target and a video image. These are used to calculate the matching probabilities and to compute their distribution. With target images self-matching probability distribution and target-video image matching probability distribution (shown in Fig. 8 ) and Fig. 9 ), TISLF conducts correlation tests and sets thresholds to estimate when the target-image distribution is similar to the reference. Fig.9 shows us a typical no-matching situation between the target image and the video frame. TISLF next analyzes the matching probabilities between the video frames and the target images in the other two different dimensions (X i and T j ). Based on these probability distributions, TISLF estimates the occurrence probability of each target image at every time and outputs a final result. TISLF is robust to situations when the video source images may be occluded. As shown in Fig. 10 , TISLF can detect and recognize targets in video source images even though some parts are blocked temporarily. Since TISLF is based on analysis about three different dimensions (X i , T j , S k ), part matching can show enough similarity between target images and video source images. In order to verify the operation of the system, Fig. 11 shows the time of each target advertisement in the three football game videos compared to a ground truth which was determined by manually counting the number of frames each advertisement was visible. The average error (= computed time -ground truth time video time ) of TISLF is no more than 1 second/minute, which is well within the required accuracy [22] .
B. Painting Search in a Documentary
Quite a number of documentaries about paintings and photographs are made each year. The producers may wish to know if there is a simple and fast way to index the paintings and/or photographs that appear in their film. Similarly, collectors may wish to track if and when their paintings are used. TISLF provides a definite answer to this problem. The experiments select a documentary [23] about Vincent van Gogh as the source video and attempts to determine the times of appearance of the paintings throughout the documentary. As demonstrated previously, TISLF groups the frames of the video into scenes; a vector W describes the segmentation result. The self-matching process is applied to the target paintings, giving the reference distribution q(S k ). Then the target images and video images p(S k ) are analyzed, and the highly correlated video images are recorded as set R. As shown in (10), images with a high matching probability are selected and stored in set J. The video images are in both R and J.
Since the images in one scene should be consistent, the appearance of target images should be uninterrupted. Two time spans are selected to record the matching results of pre and post images. Each matching result is analyzed and compared to ensure consistency. Fig. 12 shows the whole process of using TISLF to search for paintings in a documentary.
Results of the painting experiment are shown in Tab. I. As expected, the majority of the paintings are found and labeled correctly. Ground truth was established manually by carefully watching the videos and recording all views of the paintings.
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been widely used in visual recognition tasks [24] [25] [26] . Among them, Residual networks (Resnet) [27, 28] are one of the most important neural networks commonly used for visual feature extraction. The next experiment compares the performance of Resnet in the image search tasks. The feature map just Fig. 12 : Illustration of TISLF applied to painting search prior to the the fully connected layer is extracted and the classification is conducted by calculating the cosine similarities [29] between pairs of feature maps. If the distance is above a threshold, the two images do not match. Since the retrieval performance is influenced by the threshold, we study the performance of the deep learning method using a variety of threshold values. The experiment adopts resnet-101 [27] which is pretrained on ImageNet [30] as the visual feature extractor. The final convolutional layer produces a feature map with dimension 2048.
To evaluate the performance of the image search, two metrics from information retrieval are adopted: Precision and Recall Rate [31] , and both are evaluated on the Van Gogh documentary. Experimental results are shown in Table II . TISLF outperforms resnet at all threshold values. One possible explanation is that TISLF uses local features in the source image in order to uncover hidden features in contiguous frames. In contrast, the deep learning method uses global features extracted from the CNN applied to individual frames.
C. Landmark Search in Video
This experiment extends the model to pseudo-3D object detection in a video. We select several famous landmarks of different cities as target objects and a city documentary [32] as the source video. Since local feature algorithms are primarily applicable to 2D objects, we collect a set of images of each landmark taken from different viewing angles as the targets [33] . (Thus the target object is a series of images in place of a single image.) The goal is to locate these landmarks in the video. In an aerial view of a large city, several similar high architectures will influence the search process and increase the probability of mismatch. Fig. 13 shows the results of searching for 6 city landmarks within the documentary. The accuracy of TISLF is quite acceptable.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced a target image search algorithm based on local features consisting of three stages: video segmentation, recognition, and estimation. An input video is cut into a series of segments based on their continuity. The matching probability matrix is combined with an estimation procedure to estimate the duration of the occurrences of each target image in the video. The system has been tested and verified in several experiments, and comparisons with state of the art deep learning methods suggest that the simpler TISLF can provide better performance while requiring less computational effort. [27] . The feature map before the last linear layer is extracted for calculating similarity distance. T is the threshold used in the cosine similarity. TISLF outperforms even the optimized neural network. 
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